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ABSTRACT: The factors governing bacterial adhesion to substrates with
different topographies are still not fully identified. The present work seeks
to elucidate for the first time and with quantitative data the roles of
bacterial elasticity and shape and substrate topography in bacterial
adhesion. With this aim, populations of three bacterial species, P.
aeruginosa DSM 22644, B. subtilis DSM 10, and S. aureus DSM 20231
adhered on flat substrates covered with electrospun polycaprolactone
fibers of different diameters ranging from 0.4 to 5.5 μm are counted.
Populations of bacterial cells are classified according to the preferred
binding sites of the bacteria to the substrate. The colloidal probe technique
was used to assess the stiffness of the bacteria and bacteria−polymer
surface adhesion energy. A theoretical model is developed to interpret the
observed populations in terms of a balance between stiffness and adhesion
energy of the bacteria. The model, which also incorporates the radius of the fiber and the size and shape of the bacteria, predicts
increased adhesion for a low level of stiffness and for a larger number of available bacteria−fiber contact points. Te adhesive
propensity of bacteria depends in a nontrivial way on the radius of the fibers due to the random arrangement of fibers.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Much of the materials used today to manufacture medical
devices like wound dressings, implant coatings, cell regener-
ation supports, and vascular stents are made of polymeric
fibers.1−3 The polymer fiber collection at the micro- and
nanoscales has given rise to polymeric meshes with highly
exposed surfaces and high degrees of porosity and perme-
ability, which allow the absorption of fluids and promote
respiration and cell proliferation.4−6 These characteristics make
polymer fiber meshes ideal for manufacturing medical devices,
although the susceptibility of these materials to bacterial
adherence and proliferation and consequent infection
represents a serious obstacle to their use.7 S. aureus is one
the main pathogens that cause infections in medical devices
due to its ability to form biofilm.8 Heart valves and artificial
joints are especially vulnerable to bacterial colonization by this
bacterium.9 P. aeruginosa has been identified as one of the most
important pathogens of nosocomial infections due to its ability
to form biofilms on most medical devices, greater resistance/
tolerance to antibiotics, opportunistic pathogenicity, and
persistence in hospital environments.10 Diseases like ventila-
tor-associated pneumonia and urinary tract infections are
caused by colonization of pathogens such as P. aeruginosa.11,12

Understanding the behavior of bacterial adhesion to abiotic
surfaces is crucial to develop strategies to control bacterial
colonization. However, to date, the study of the bacterial
adhesion on surfaces made from fibers has been poorly

explored.13,14 Bacterial adhesion to any surface can be
explained based on the interactions between the surface of
the bacteria and the abiotic surface of a substrate. These
interactions can be the result of additive factors from attractive
interactions such as van der Waals interactions and repulsive
interactions such as the superposition of the electrical double
layer between the surface of the bacteria and the substrate, as
explained by the Derjaguin−Landau−Verwey−Overbeek
(DLVO) theory.15 According to this theory, there are two
temporal phases in adhesion: the reversible phase and the
irreversible phase. The first considers the bacterial cell as an
almost inert colloidal particle that binds to the surface,
according to physicochemical predictions, while the second
considers the biological activity of the bacteria based on the
generation of biopolymers that promote adhesion. The
thermodynamic theory also explains bacterial adhesion through
attractive and repulsive interactions, but they are expressed in
terms of adhesion-free energy, with quantitative values of the
free energy from the surface of the bacteria and substrate.
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Unlike the DLVO theory, the thermodynamic approach
considers that adhesion is always reversible. A third theory,
the extended DLVO theory additionally considers acid−base
interactions, which correspond to attractive hydrophobic
interactions and repulsive hydration effects, which are 10−
100 times as strong as van der Waals interactions.16

Although several theories have been developed to explain
the mechanisms of bacterial adhesion, adhesion is a complex
process, controlled by many factors, such as bacterial
membrane/wall composition, substrate composition, environ-
mental factors like pH and ionic strength, and other physical
and topographic parameters. In particular, it has been observed
that the topographic (roughness) and geometric characteristics
of substrates directly affect the adhesive behavior of bacteria,
an aspect considered by the extended DLVO model, while the
classical DLVO theory and thermodynamic approaches
consider the substrate as a perfectly smooth surface.17 In
fact, topography at the micro- and nanoscales has been
identified as a determining factor in bacterial adhesion. Studies
have established several premises that predict increased or
decreased bacterial adhesion to particular substrates. However,
the results of many of these studies are controversial.18,19

Several works have studied the effect of the topography of
substrates prepared by lithography, which produces regular
patterns at the micro- and nanoscales, such as grooves, pits,
pillars, and honeycombs, among others.20−22 Surfaces with
microscale patterns have increased bacterial adhesion, which is
attributed to more contact surface and less shear force under a
moving fluid.23 These studies have shown that bacteria tend to
bind preferentially to patterns in the micrometer range rather
than to smooth surfaces. The general premise is that bacteria
preferentially adhere to patterns with dimensions similar to
those of the bacteria.24 However, there have been contra-
dictory findings at the nanoscale. For example, Escherichia coli
and Pseudomonas aeruginosa are apparently less adherent when
the surface pattern is smaller than the bacterial size,25,26 but
some studies have shown that the surface patterns at the
nanoscale do not affect the adhesion of these same two
bacteria.27,28 Although the studies of bacterial adherence to
regular patterns at the micro- and nanoscales have provided
important information on the factors governing bacterial
adherence to these structures, the problem of bacterial
colonization on medical devices involves irregular surfaces so
that adhesion studies on surfaces made of fibers are more
appropriate for developing strategies to control bacterial
proliferation in this context. While there have been numerous
studies of eukaryotic cell adhesion to fibers (fibroblasts,
osteoblasts, endothelial cells) and the effect of the topographic
characteristics of meshes on cell adhesion, proliferation, and
differentiation,29,30 there have been a few studies on the factors
that promote or minimize bacterial adhesion to fibers.31

Some works have studied bacterial adhesion to irregular
surfaces, particularly involving rough surfaces. A study of the

effect of the roughness of glass surfaces modified with chemical
etching on the adhesion of Pseudoalteromonas issachecnkonii
KMM 3549T demonstrated that roughness at the nanoscale
increases bacterial adhesion.32 This result casts doubt on the
premise that bacteria adhere mainly to surfaces with topo-
graphic characteristics of similar dimensions to that of the
bacteria. Other studies have pointed to an optimal level of
roughness to minimize adhesion. Specifically, the topography
of titanium surfaces has been evaluated in terms of average
arithmetic roughness (Ra). It was found that surfaces with Ra in
the range of 0.43−1.25 μm have a significant impact on the
adhesion of Staphylococcus epidermidis.33 Bacteria adhere less to
stainless steel surfaces with an average roughness of 0.16 μm
than to either smoother or rougher stainless steel surfaces.34

Most works have attributed dissimilarities in bacterial adhesion
to differences in the cell shape (spherical, rod-shaped) or the
composition of the cell envelope (Gram-positive or Gram-
negative).27,28

Studies on the effect of substrate stiffness on bacterial
adhesion have found that adhesion correlates positively with
the elastic modulus of polyelectrolyte substrates, reducing the
significance of other factors like roughness, interaction energy,
and charge density.35 In contrast, other works have determined
that soft substrates favor bacterial adherence. In this case, the
presence of more flexible pendant polymer chains favors
molecular interactions and energy dissipation when the
bacteria initially come in contact with the substrate.36

Given that adhesion involves two surfaces that interact
through an interface, it is necessary to study the contributions
of both systems. In this work, we have studied the role of
elasticity and geometry in the phenomenon of bacterial
adhesion to polymeric surfaces made of fibers. To this end,
we first carried out experiments to determine differences in the
population counts of three bacterial species, P. aeruginosa DSM
22644, B. subtilis DSM 10, and S. aureus DSM 20231, on
polymeric substrates made of fibers of varying diameters.
Polycaprolactone (PCL) was chosen to develop the fiber
because of its extensive use in medical devices.37 Second, we
characterized the bacteria in terms of geometry (size and
shape) and elasticity (Young’s modulus). The resulting
adhesive propensity was characterized in terms of an energy
gain (ΔE) resulting from the balance between adhesion energy
and deformation energy of the bacterial cell, which can be
interpreted as an energy barrier necessary to remove the
bacterial cell from the substrate. We identified two regimes;
(1) where the radius of the fiber is larger than that of bacteria,
Rb ≪ Rf and (2) where the radius of the fiber is similar to that
of bacteria, Rb ≈ Rf. The two regimes allow a consistent
interpretation with the observed populations of bacteria on
substrates with different fiber diameters.

Table 1. Parameters for Electrospun Fibers and the Influence of the Proportion of Solvents, Conductivity, and Surface Tension
on Fiber Diameter

sample
PCL solution

(w/v%)
ratio solvent DCM/

DMF
flow rate
(mL/min)

voltage applied
(kV)

conductivity
(mS/cm)

surface tension
(mN/m)

fiber diameter
(μm)

F1 15 0/100 1.0 14.5 0.42 37.60 ± 0.29 0.4 ± 0.2
F2 50/50 1.4 15.0 0.23 39.10 ± 0.15 0.8 ± 0.4
F3 85/15 2.0 18.0 0.05 46.20 ± 0.06 1.8 ± 0.7
F4 75/25 2.5 18.0 0.06 45.10 ± 0.06 3.6 ± 0.3
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■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Polycaprolactone (Mw 80,000 g/mol) was purchased

from Sigma-Aldrich. Dichloromethane (DCM), N,N-dimethylforma-
mide (DMF), and chloroform were purchased from Merck. Deionized
water with 0.055 μS/cm conductivity, 18.2 MΩcm resistivity, and a
total organic carbon (TOC) content of less than 10 ppb was obtained
from LabStar 4-DI.
Substrate Preparation. PCL fibers were electrospun with the

basic Tong Li Tech electrospinning equipment. Prior to fiber
processing, PCL polymer films were prepared by spin-coating on
foil aluminum at 5000 rpm for 60 s from a 12% w/v PCL solution
using chloroform as a solvent. To obtain polymeric substrates, the
PCL-coated aluminum was then placed in the collector of the
electrospinning equipment where the fibers were deposited. The
fibers were prepared from 15% w/v PCL solutions using DCM/DMF
mixtures as a solvent. The polymer solutions were electrospun with
controlled voltages and flow rates to obtain fibers of varying diameters
(see Table 1). A 20 gauge nozzle was used, with a distance of 20 cm
between the needle and collector. The conductivity of polymer
solutions was determined using a conductivity meter (Radiometer,
CDM 83). The surface tension was determined using the ring method
with a Du Nouy tensiometer. All measurements were performed at 25
°C.
Bacteria Incubation on the Substrates. Bacteria (S. aureus

DSM 20231, P. aeruginosa DSM 22644, and B. subtilis DSM 10) were
grown in a Luria Bertani culture broth at 37 °C for 16 h. The resulting
cultures were then transferred to fresh media and standardized to 106

CFU/mL by measuring optical density at 600 nm. Parallel cultures
were grown in an LB medium to ensure that the growth curves of the
different bacteria are comparable. We obtained similar values of
kinetic growth and generation time for S. aureus DSM 20231, P.
aeruginosa DSM 22644, and B. subtilis DSM 10. A volume of 400 μL
of this solution was deposited on 1-by-1 cm2 polymeric substrates and
incubated for 7 h. Samples were washed with 10 mL of a solution
containing 0.01 M of sodium cacodylate/0.15 NaCl buffer at pH 7.4
and fixed with 1% glutaraldehyde for 2 h at room temperature. The
samples were again rinsed in 0.01 M sodium cacodylate/0.15 M NaCl
buffer at pH 7.0 and finally dehydrated in ascending grades of ethanol
(30, 50, 70, 80, 90, and 100%). The dehydrated samples were then
coated with thin films of Pt/Pd and observed by scanning electron
microscopy operated at 5 kV. Five images were obtained from 10
different zones of each sample to select representative images.
Sample Preparation to Assess Adhesion Energy and the

Young’s Modulus. A positively charged microscope slide (Porlab)
was cut into 1-by-1 cm2 sections. A 0.2% poly(ethyleneimide)
(750,000 Da; Aldrich) solution in MQ water was used to increase the
charge on the glass surface.38 The glasses were incubated with this
solution for 5 h, rinsed with MQ water, and left to dry overnight. Ten
milliliters of overnight culture in an LB medium of each bacterial
species (S. aureus DSM 20231, P. aeruginosa DSM 22644, and B.
subtilis DSM 10) was centrifuged, and collected cells were washed
twice with 5 mL of 1 mM Tris, pH 7. The cell suspensions were
prepared in 1 mL of the same buffer, and samples were extracted to
check cell numbers and adjust the final concentration to 1011 cells/
mL. A volume 100 μL of the cell suspension was put on the surface of
the treated slides and incubated in darkness for 90 min. The glass
slides were rinsed three times with Tris buffer to eliminate an excess
of free/unadhered cells. The cell-covered slides were analyzed by
AFM. To further assess adhesion energy, PCL substrates were
prepared by spin-coating on 1-by-1 cm2 microscope slides. A
roughness (RMS of surface height) of Rq = 18 nm was evaluated
by atomic force microscopy, while the typical lateral scale was
approximately 200 nm.
Atomic Force Microscopy Images of Bacteria. Atomic force

microscopy images were obtained from cells deposited on glass slides,
using the Nanoscope IIIa in the tapping mode with a J scanner
(Figure 1). Cells for AFM imaging were grown on surfaces previously
treated with PEI and then washed with PBS at 37 °C for 24 h. Prior to
AFM imaging in the air, bacteria that weakly adhered to the glass

surface were rinsed with abundant milli-Q water and air dried in a
clean environment at 30% relative humidity. Silicon nitride cantilevers
(Olympus AC240TS) were used at a scan rate of 1 Hz, with a
resonance frequency of 70−100 kHz, a curvature radius of 20 nm, and
a stiffness of 5 N/m.

Colloidal Probe to Assess Adhesion Energy and the
Young’s Modulus. Young’s modulus of bacteria and bacteria−
PCL surface adhesion energy were assessed by the colloidal probe
technique using two distinct experimental configurations.39,40 In the
first configuration (1), bacteria were transferred to the colloidal
sphere (see Figure 2a). Young’s modulus of bacteria was determined

from the features of the force extension curve obtained when bacteria
was pushed against the PCL surface. Conversely, adhesion energy was
obtained from the features of force curves in retraction. Silicon nitride
cantilevers provided with a microsphere, 5 μm in diameter made of
SiO2 attached at one end (colloidal probe purchased from Novoscan
PTGS), were immersed in drops of a 1% poly(ethyleneimmine) (PEI)
solution for several minutes. After removing excess solution, the
probes were dried and stored at 4 °C until use. To immobilize the
bacteria (harvested as described above) on the colloidal probe, a
pellet of the cells was manually transferred onto the PEI-coated
microsphere by means of a micromanipulator (Narishige MHW-3),
under a Nikon inverted microscope. A Nanoscope III AFM (Digital
Instruments), picoForce module was used to measure the adhesion
force between the colloidal sphere previously coated with the bacteria,
and a thin film of PCL polymer deposited by spin coating onto a glass
surface. In the second configuration (2), bacteria were grown on a
glass surface (see Figure 2b), while a colloidal sphere of a 5 μm radius,
made of PCL polymer (DiagPoly, PCL: polycaprolactone, from CD
Creative Diagnostics), previously attached to a tipless cantilever, was
pressed against the bacterial film. All colloidal probe experiments were
conducted in 1 mM cell-filled TRIS buffer at a constant pH of 7.

The two colloidal probe configurations were used to provide broad
experimental conditions for mechanical assessment of bacteria.

Figure 1. Typical AFM images of bacteria on glass surface.

Figure 2. Colloidal probe configurations. (a) Bacteria on the colloidal
sphere (glass) are gently pushed against the PCL surface
(configuration 1). (b) The colloidal probe made of PCL sphere is
pushed against a film of bacteria (configuration 2).
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Pushing a colloidal bacteria-coated glass sphere repeatedly against a
solid surface progressively damages the bacterial layer. Instead,
pushing a colloidal sphere made of desired polymeric material against
a bacterial film located on a flat surface allows for making assessments
by mechanical testing of distinct locations on the bacterial film in
tandem with AFM imaging as a control for biofilm quality. It is
remarkable that in our case the two configurations produced similar
results.
The pulling and pushing forces were measured by AFM, with a

scan rate of 0.3 Hz and a null scan size. The ramp size was
approximately 300 nm, and the loading force was applied by setting
the maximum deflection value (maximum force on bacteria of
approximately 3−5 nN). Care was taken to minimize lateral and
vertical compressing forces on the approach to avoid damaging the
cell probe. Force curves were acquired automatically at distinct
sample locations, and sufficient data for representative statistic were
obtained. More than 150 force curves were acquired per sample, and
each experiment was repeated at least three times with fresh bacteria
for the three types of bacteria considered. Distinct areas of the sample
were explored to obtain representative force curves with bacterial
coverage. Analysis of the data includes regular statistics from which
average values and their respective standard deviations were obtained
and presented in tables in the following sections. The maximum
pulling force was obtained from the cantilever deflection curves by
multiplying the maximum cantilever deflection by cantilever stiffness.
The thermal fluctuation method was employed to obtain cantilever
stiffness.
Stiffness of bacteria: Young’s modulus for bacteria was obtained as

a fitting parameter through a suitable model expression for the
approaching force curve. The compression response force of a thin
elastic film of bacteria with a thickness of h and a Young’s modulus of
E, bound to a relatively hard substrate is41

F ER R h R h
16
9

1 1.13 / 1.283 /1/2 3/2 2δ δ δ≈ [ + + ]
(1)

where R is the radius of curvature of the colloidal sphere, and δ is its
penetration distance. Adhesion should be weak in the application of
this model, as was the case here. Experimentally, the thickness “h” of
the soft layer is the average value of the bacterial film (typically, the
bacterial capsule thickness) at the scale of the size of the contact zone
( Rδ ). The average Young’s modulus for bacteria was obtained by
fitting a representative number of force curves. A recent work by Xia
el al.42 dealt with possible viscoelastic effects on the mechanical
response of films, as well as the effect of finite film thickness. Formulas
provided by Xia et al.42 may be more suitable than eq 1 in the
presence of significant viscoelastic effects. In the case of our study,
these effects are small (see discussion section) and are experimentally
prevented by choosing a relatively slow loading speed of 0.3 μm/s.
Adhesion energy of bacteria: an approximate value of the work of

adhesion was obtained by measuring adhesion force Fadh, which was
determined directly by the magnitude of the snap-off force from the
retraction curve. Because Young’s modulus for bacteria revealed that
the studied bacteria have outer layers of the soft material, we
employed the Johnson−Kendall−Roberts formula,43 which relates
adhesion energy per unit area to adhesion force,

W
F

R
2
3adh

adh

π
=

(2)

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fiber Characterization. PCL was dissolved in a solvent

mixture dichloromethane/dimethylformamide (DCM/DMF)
and electrospun to produce fibers with varying diameters. As
shown in Table 1, the proportions of solvents used played an
important role in the diameter of the final fiber. The solutions
prepared with solvent mixtures with more DMF resulted in
smaller fiber diameters due to the greater conductivity of the
solutions and less surface tension. In general, DMF is mainly

used to increase the conductivity of polymer solutions
solution.44 The SEM images in Figure 3 show the morphology

of the substrates where F0 is a flat PCL surface prepared by
spin-coating, while F1−F4 are flat surfaces covered with fibers
of varying diameters. From left to right, the average fiber
diameter increases by 0.4 ± 0.2 μm for F1, 0.8 ± 0.4 μm for
F2, 1.8 ± 0.7 μm for F3, and 3.6 ± 0.3 μm for F4. These
diameters are summarized in Table 1.

Bacterial Populations on Substrates with Fibers.
Figure 4 shows bacteria adhering to the substrates after
being washed with cacodylate buffer at pH 7. Blue bacteria
correspond to P. aeruginosa DSM 22644, while pink and yellow
are B. subtilis DSM 10S and S. aureus DSM 20231, respectively.
The largest bacterial populations on all substrates were those
of P. aeruginosa DSM 22644, while the smallest populations on
all substrates were those of S. aureus DSM 20231. The
populations of P. aeruginosa and B. subtilis were larger on
substrates with F1 fibers (smaller fiber diameter) than on any
other substrate, including flat substrates (F0).
It is possible to go beyond a global analysis (total

populations) of the SEM images of adhering bacteria by
identifying attachment sites representing distinguishable
features of the substrate. Indeed, the sites where bacteria are
in contact with the substrate can be located either on the plane
(p) or on a fiber ( f). However, it was possible to observe that
one bacterial cell can be in contact with more than one site at
the same time. Configurations in which bacteria are attached to
one, two, or more fibers at the same time are labeled 1f, 2f, and
so on. If bacterial cell is on the plane, it is in configuration p.
Bacteria simultaneously attached to the plane and to one, two,
or more fibers are in configuration p1f, p2f, and so on. We also
use the notation nf to refer to an n-fiber attachment, and pnf to
a plane-n-fiber attachment. Figure 5 shows possible config-
urations, together with a SEM image of P. aeruginosa in the
corresponding configurations.
Having defined the possible adhesion configurations, we

assessed the bacterial populations under particular config-
urations by counting contact sites for all the bacteria with the
substrate. The subpopulations representing the configurations
p, 1f, p1f, 2f, p2f, etc. were identified in all the SEM images.
The first observation is that all bacteria are likely to adhere in
configurations involving (1) a larger contact area or (2) a
larger number of attachment sites. A second observation is that

Figure 3. SEM images of flat PCL substrates without (F0) and with
fibers of variable diameters (F1−F4).
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even if a larger number of attachment sites increases adhesion,
the populations in nf and pnf configurations decrease
considerably with increasing n. This is because the probability
that more and more fibers cross a region whose size is
comparable to the largest dimension of the bacterial cell
decreases with the number of fibers. The described
mechanisms, one energy-related, and the other related to the
geometry of the fiber network, imply different behaviors of the
three studied bacteria, as observed in the SEM images.
Figure 6a−c plots the population fractions of the three

bacteria with the observed configurations. Data have been
obtained from a single representative image for each type of
substrate (F1−F4), with the exception of B. subtilis on the F3
substrate (Figure 6b) where low populations are observed.
Here, we used four images obtained from four independent
preparations of the same type of substrate. The data for P.
aeruginosa (Figure 6a) and S. aureus (Figure 6c) were obtained
from the images shown in Figure 5. Data for Figure 6b were
obtained from images shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information section. Figure 6a shows that P. aeruginosa has
large p1f populations on all fiber substrates (F1−F4).
However, with larger fiber diameters, p2f and p3f populations
decrease and 1f and 2f populations increase. This behavior is

because the number of p1f attachment sites is proportional to
the α area fraction where this configuration is possible. A rough
estimate gives α ∼ Llb/A0 per unit of total area where L is total
fiber length, A0 is the total area, and lb is the largest dimension
of the bacterial cell. The area A covered by fibers scales as A ∼
LRf where Rf is fiber diameter. The SEM images show that the
ratio of fiber area to total area is roughly the same in all
substrates, hence A/A0∼ constant, implying that the total fiber
length per unit area of substrate decreases as the inverse of
fiber diameter (L ∼ A/Rf). Consequently, α ∼ lb/Rf, and the
available sites for p1f attachment decrease with increasing fiber
diameter. The same argument can be applied to the p2f
configuration but taking into account a lower number of fiber
crossings as L decreases (with increasing Rf). The increase in 1f
and 2f configurations with larger fiber diameter is likely due to
decreased fiber curvature, which become virtually flat if Rf ≫
Rb where Rb is the smallest dimension of the bacterial cell (lb =
2Rb if the bacteria are spherical). In contrast, larger order
plane-fiber configurations like p3f and p4f become less
populated with larger fiber diameters due to the low
probability that two or more thick fibers cross in a region of
size ∼lb. The distributions on F1 and F2 substrates are notably
very similar. This may be a statistical effect due to the large
subpopulations of P. aeruginosa observed on two substrates
with similarly thin fibers.
Figure 6b plots the population fractions of B. subtilis.

Populations of these bacteria are one order of magnitude lower
than that of P. aeruginosa. They differ from P. aeruginosa in that
the largest pnf populations shift toward higher orders (p3f and
p4f) with the thinnest fibers (F1 and F2). This behavior can be
ascribed to the large longitudinal dimension, lb, of B. subtilis,

Figure 4. SEM images of P. aeruginosa DSM 22644, B. subtilis DSM
10S, and S. aureus DSM 20231 adhering to the substrates F0, F1, F2,
F3, and F4.

Figure 5. Different attachment configurations for P. aeruginosa DSM
22644: (a) one fiber (1f), (b) two fibers (2f), (c) three fibers (3f), (d)
plane (p), (e) plane and one fiber (p1f), and (f) plane and two fibers
(p2f).
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which allows these bacteria to attach to several fibers at the
same time, if they cross over a region of size ∼lb. Another
efficient way to increase adhesion is to align with fibers. Some
bacteria attached alongside a fiber in a p1f configuration can be
seen in the F1, F2, and F4 substrates in Figure 4. Finally,
Figure 6c represents the population fractions of S. aureus. The
small populations of S. aureus rule out any rigorous statistical
analysis. The populations are low on even the thinnest fibers,
indicating that S. aureus attaches weakly to fibers and to planar
surfaces (or thick fibers). We observe, however, that the
distribution of subpopulations of S. aureus and P. aeruginosa in
the F1 substrate is similar while differing from those of B.
subtilis. Again, this might be due to the greater length of B.
subtilis. Figure 6d plots the subpopulations of P. aeruginosa, B.
subtilis, and S. aureus on the F1 substrate, comparing the three
populations. Globally, P. aeruginosa attaches more to a
substrate with a given fiber size than B. subtilis, which in
turn attaches more than S. aureus.
These results clearly show that the fiber diameter affects the

morphology of the mesh and therefore the distribution of sites
(configurations) that facilitate bacterial adhesion. However,
previous studies have considered only the effect of fiber
diameter on bacterial adhesion. Abrigo et al.13 claimed that
meshes with fibers whose diameter is similar to the size of the
bacteria increase bacterial adhesion, whereas Rumbo et al.14

observed that a variable fiber diameter has no effect on
bacterial adhesion. Our findings show that the random
arrangement of fibers gives rise to distinguishable geometrical
features where attachment is determined not only by the
diameter of the fibers, but also by the quantity of binding sites.
Elasticity−Adhesion Interplay Model for Bacterial

Adhesion to Fibers. Observed differences in bacterial
subpopulations are due to shape (spherical or cylindrical),

stiffness (Young’s modulus), and adhesion energy. In this
section, we present the typical values of these parameters for
the bacteria considered in this work and a minimal model that
incorporates their interplay. Force curves obtained with the
two methodologies described in the previous section show a
strongly nonlinear response of bacteria to compression (Figure
7). This concurs with the nonlinear law used to fit data in eq 1.

However, the applied force strongly increases with deformation
δ for values above 100 nm. This is due to the finite size of the
bacterial capsule layer. Indeed, a much greater bacterial
stiffness is observed with high levels of deformation where
turgor pressure45 on the cellular wall dominates the mechanical
response. Table 2 shows the average Young’s modulus
obtained through this fitting procedure with a low level of
deformation. The reported values are in the range of 5−40 kPa

Figure 6. (a)−(c) Population fractions of bacteria with different observed attachment configurations: P. aeruginosa DSM 22644 (a), B. subtilis DMS
10S (b), and S. aureus DSM 20231 (c) on F1−F4 substrates, and (d) total populations of the three bacteria on the F1 substrate.

Figure 7. Typical compression curves of bacteria obtained through
the experimental configurations presented in the Materials and
Methods section. (1) Bacteria on a colloidal sphere pushed against a
PCL surface. (2) Bacteria on a glass surface compressed by a PCL
colloidal sphere.
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and are of the same order as those found independently for
capsules of several bacteria: K. pneumoniae AJ218,46 Eb = 12 ±
2 kPa; S. putrefaciens CN32,47 Eb = 69 ± 15 kPa; S. epidermidis
ATCC 35983,48 Eb = 22 ± 4 kPa; S. salivarius HB-C12,48 Eb =
13 ± 2 kPa; S. aureus NCTC 8325-4 Wild-type and NCTC
8325-4 pbp4,48 Eb = 47 ± 26 kPa, and Eb = 10 ± 1 kPa,
respectively.
It is important to note that the bacterial capsule may exhibit

a viscoelastic response when the external stress is applied more
rapidly than capsule can relax. To rule out any viscoelastic
effect that may influence our Young’s modulus measurements,
we performed a loading−unloading cycle (force vs pene-
tration) and evaluated the dissipated energy over one cycle as
the area of the resulting hysteresis curve in the positive
quadrant. The ratio of the dissipated energy to total energy,
Ud/Ut, is a measure of the degree of viscous dissipation with
respect to elastic energy and serves to establish a limit for the
validity of our methodology. We found that for P. aeruginosa, S.
aureus, and B. subtilis, Ud/Ut < 1%, < 10%, and < 7%,
respectively, which leads to an overestimation of the Young’s
modulus of ΔE/E < 1%, < 5%, and < 4%, respectively. These
values are lower than the corresponding dispersions resulting
from the determination of the elastic moduli (Table 2). We
conclude that capsule viscoelasticity does not significantly
affect our measurements.
The retraction curves likewise illustrate the level of adhesion

experienced by bacteria on the PCL surface (Figure 8). Indeed,
the maximum retraction force, Fadh,Wadh through eq 2, Table 2
shows the average Wadh values obtained with the two
techniques.
Spherical Bacteria: Interaction with the Substrate. In

this section, we elucidate the role of bacterial elasticity
(Young’s modulus, Eb) and adhesion energy, W, on bacterial
adherence to polymer surfaces. For simplicity, we consider the
contact between a spherical and homogeneous bacterial cell

with a radius of Rb and a polymer fiber with a radius of Rf and a
Young’s modulus Ef. We note that a cylindrical bacterial cell
interacting with a fiber is more realistic, but only differing by
numeric factors of an order of one.49 Regardless of the
bacterial geometry, we assume that adhesion induces elastic
penetration that is limited to a region smaller in size than the
capsule thickness (the hard core dominated by turgor pressure
is ignore45). We first demonstrate that despite the elastic
energy cost due to bacterial deformation, there is a net energy
gain when bacteria adhere to a fiber surface compared to with
respect to the state in which bacteria do not adhere. This
energy can be written as,

E a W
2
5

,5/2 2κδ πΔ = −
(3)

where we have considered that elastic energy is characterized
by the Hertz potential43 for a penetration distance δ, with

E R4
3

1/2κ = * * ,
E E E
1 1 1

b f
= +*

, and R R R
R R

b f

b f
* = + . In addition,

a R δ= * is the radius of the contact zone, and W is the
adhesion energy. Minimizing ΔE as function of δ yields an
optimum penetration distance, δeq = (πWR*/κ)2/3, which
allows for calculating the energy gain for the adhesion of
bacteria to a surface, ΔE(δeq),

E
R W

E
( )

2eq

5/3 4/3 5/3

2/3δ πΔ ≈ −
*

* (4)

Our measurements indicate that Ef (300 MPa) ≫Eb (5−35
kPa, Table 2) and in experiments in flat surfaces, R* = Rb,

hence E( ) R W

Eeq 2

5/3
b

4/3 5/3

b
2/3δΔ ≈ − π . In addition, measurements of

bacterial adhesion force obtained by atomic force microscopy
(AFM) provide typical values of Fadh = 1 nN for spherical
bacteria (S. aureus), which leads to W ≈ 0.06 mJ/m2. The
contact zone radius, a Rb eqδ= , can be expressed as

a WR E3 /4b b
3 2π≈ , and is estimated at a ≈ 100 nm. We
note that the energy gain can be seen as an energy barrier to
dislodging bacteria from the surface. Our measurements for S.
aureus indicate that this energy is ΔE(δeq) ≈ 4.6 × 10−19 J,
which is two orders of magnitude greater than kT at ambient
temperature (4×10−21 J). We also note that elastic deformation
is confined to a small zone of the bacterial capsule. A capsule
thickness of about 50 nm or even smaller is sufficient to
provide adequate contact surface to sustain bacterial adhesion.
However, when the size ∼a of the bacterial deformation zone
is larger than the capsule thickness, corrections may be
required to consider the presence of the hard bacterial
core.41,50 Thus, both bulk elasticity and adhesion energy are
important in bacterial adhesion. Strong adhesion together with
low bulk elasticity result in an energy gain several orders of
magnitude larger than thermal energy, indicating that bacteria

Table 2. Summary of the Elastic and Adhesion Properties of Bacteriaa

Y. modulus (kPa) Fadh (nN) Wadh (mJ/m2)

bacterial cell (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) ΔE(δeq) (J) diameter (μm) length (μm)

B. subtilis 35 ± 22 34 ± 10 0.3 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.2 0.03 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.03 1.4 × 10−17 0.8 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.6
P. aeruginosa 5 ± 3 6 ± 3 0.3 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.1 0.03 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.02 2.7 × 10−17 0.8 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.3
S. aureus 12 ± 4 15 ± 8 0.9 ± 0.6 0.4 ± 0.1 0.08 ± 0.05 0.05 ± 0.02 4.6 × 10−19 0.8 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.2

a(1) Colloidal probe made SiO2 microsphere covered with bacteria pushed against and retracted from a PCL film. (2) Colloidal probe made of
PCL micro-sphere pushed against and retracted from bacteria film.

Figure 8. Typical pulling curves obtained through the experimental
configurations presented in the Materials and Methods section. (1)
Bacteria on colloidal sphere pulled from a PCL surface. (2) Bacteria
on glass surface pulled by a colloidal sphere made of PCL. Adhesion
force is identified as the maximum force in the retraction mode.
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will strongly adhere to surfaces. The same considerations are
valid for a bacterial cell attached to a thick fiber (Rb ≪ Rf) in
which case R* ≈ Rb. Based on the above, deformable bacteria
can be expected to lodge in regions of the substrate that offer
greater surface contact with minimum bulk changes. This is
likely to occur at regions of fiber crossings.
We now discuss the case where the radius of the bacterial

cell is similar to that of the fiber. Here, the cylindrical shape of
the fiber must be taken into account. It can be shown that43 1/
R* = 1/Rb + 1/2Rf, which for Rb ≈ Rf leads to R* ≈ 2Rb/3.
According to eq 4, it is more favorable for bacteria to adhere to
a flat surface than a curved filament. However, if the network
of fibers is dense, bacteria can adhere using more than one
contact. In the case of n contacts, the energy gain (eq 4) is
simply multiplied by the number of contacts. Thus, bacteria
can reach strong dislodging energy. Note that with n = 2, this
energy is about 30% higher than that with a single contact on a
flat surface.
Cylindrical Bacteria. This section considers the effect of

the cylindrical shape of bacteria on adhesion, which is relevant
for rod-like bacteria attached alongside fibers. As a rough
estimate, we consider a bacterial cell with a perfectly cylindrical
shape and neglect the effect of spherical caps. The energy gain
due to the elastic deformation of a cylinder with radius R1 and
length l pushed against a surface with radius R2 and a contact
area of 2al, where a R δ= * is written as:

E E l lW R s
8

2c
2π δ δΔ = * − *

(5)

Minimizing eq 5 results in equilibrium deformation
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To evaluate the importance of spherical ends with respect to
the cylindrical part of a bacterial cell in the absorption energy,
we compute the ratio of both contributions by maintaining the
adhesion energy, the Young’s modulus and the radius of the
bacterial cell, constant,
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As expected, the expression above indicates that for bacteria
with large aspect ratio, Rb/l ≪ 1, energy is dominated by the
cylindrical contribution. Taking typical values,W = 2 × 10−5 J/
m2, E* = 3 × 104 Pa, and R* = 0.5 × 10−6 m, we obtain,

2( ) 0.17W
E R

1/3
≈* * . We conclude that rounded ends of

elongated bacteria with Rb/l < 0.5 contribute less than 15%
of total energy. We therefore use the cylindrical approximation
for the two elongated bacteria investigated in this work to
estimate the energy necessary to remove a bacterial cell from
the substrate (Table 2); P. aeruginosa and B. subtilis have
higher ΔEc(δeq) values than the spherical bacteria, S. aureus.
Elasticity−Adhesion Model and Bacteria Populations.

The observed populations of the three bacteria on substrates
with fibers of given diameters can be interpreted in the light of
the elasticity−adhesion model. According to (4) and the
discussion that follows this equation, bacterial adhesion to a
substrate can be enhanced by the following mechanisms: by (i)

increasing the adhesion energy, W, (ii) decreasing Young’s
modulus, Eb, of the bacteria, (iii) increasing the local radius of
curvature of the substrate, (iv) increasing the number of
attachment sites, n, or (v) aligning with a fiber (only relevant
for rod-like bacteria, see eq 6). Of the five mechanisms, i−ii are
of physical nature, while iii−v have geometrical origins. As
regards iii, we note that R* = Rb/(1 + Rb/Rf), hence R*
increases with Rf. In the discussion that follows, we assume that
W is constant.
According to the model, soft bacteria like P. aeruginosa

preferentially attach to surfaces with low or vanishing curvature
(mechanism ii). This behavior is indeed observed, and
supported by Figure 6a in which the 1f population fractions
systematically grow with increasing fiber diameter, while the p
population fractions remain almost constant (average ∼12%).
The 1f subpopulations of P. aeruginosa were very low with the
thinnest fibers in contrast to the larger subpopulations with
higher order configurations like 2f, p1f, and p2f. This can be
attributed to the increase in energy as the number of contact
points increases (mechanism iv). Direct observations also show
that rod-like shaped bacteria like P. aeruginosa and B. subtilis
frequently attach alongside fibers in p1f configuration. This is
consistent with the increase in energy associated with parallel
cylinder−cylinder contact (mechanism v).
Although B. subtilis and P. aeruginosa are similar in shape,

they differ in stiffness (see Table 2). Our model predicts that B.
subtilis is less adherent than P. aeruginosa according to
mechanism ii. Observed populations of B. subtilis were in
fact smaller than those of P. aeruginosa on all substrates.
However, the greater length of B. subtilis allows these bacteria
to attach in higher order configurations like p4f and 3f, which
are not observed for P. aeruginosa, as shown in Figure 6a,b. If
we consider the nf and pnf subpopulations of P. aeruginosa, we
observe a decrease with increasing orders of n. This may be a
geometrical effect. Although these configurations are pro-
gressively more favorable in terms of energy, the probability
that a certain number of fibers cross in a small region the size
of the bacterial cell decreases with the number of fibers.
The low population of B. subtilis in the F3 substrate is

striking. According to the model, this is the result of two
antagonistic effects whose preponderance operates in opposite
ways when the fiber size is modified. Indeed, adhesive
propensity is enhanced by increasing the radius of the fibers
(mechanism iii) or by increasing the number of contacts
(mechanism iv). The first mechanism is characteristic of thick
fibers (F4), while the second is characteristic of thin ones (F1
and F2). To rule out any abnormal data, we counted the
populations of B. subtilis on five regions of the F3 sample. The
corresponding SEM image in Figure 4 is representative of the
general low level of adhesion of B. subtilis to the F3 substrate.
All mechanisms play against adhesion for stiff and almost

spherical bacteria like S. aureus. The possibility to attach to
more than one fiber at the same time is decreased by its oval,
nearly spherical shape, and the alignment with fibers is not
applicable (mechanism v). Populations of S. aureus were very
low with all fiber sizes in our experiments, which can be noted
in Figure 4 where a few bacteria are attached simultaneously to
the plane and a fiber (p1f), or to two (2f), or three (3f) fibers
(see also Figure 6c). This indicates that mechanism iv is the
most efficient way to attach to fibers.
Kargar et al.51 demonstrated the importance of the effect of

substrate topographic curvature on bacterial adhesion. These
authors studied ordered substrates consisting of surfaces
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covered with straight and parallel fibers with controlled spacing
between them. Even though Kargar et al. used regular
substrates that differed significantly from those used in our
study, their conclusions were the same: a greater bacterial
deformation implies less adherence because of a higher
adhesion energy cost. Our work provides a new perspective
by considering the elastic energy required to deform bacteria
accommodating to the topography of the surface to which it
adheres and by establishing a criterion based on an energy
balance that determines the adhesive propensity. In addition to
adhesion energy, this balance depends on Young’s modulus for
bacteria, bacterial shape and dimensions, and fiber radius, all
parameters that have been measured experimentally.
Bacterial adhesion is a complex phenomenon where the

different attractive and repulsive interactions at the bacterium−
substrate interface determine the propensity for a bacterial cell
to attach. Although the interactions depend on the chemical
nature of the substrate (wettability, surface energy, chemical
composition, and charge), on the characteristics of the
bacterial surface (hydrophobicity, chemical composition of
the membrane/cell wall, charge, surface structures), together
with environmental factors like pH, ionic strength, and
temperature, the application of our model can be extended
to the study of the adhesion of bacteria on fibers with a
different chemical composition and to other strands of
bacteria. Any change in these interactions will change the
value of the total adhesion energy and consequently the energy
gain, ΔE, which we interpret as the energy required to detach a
bacterial cell from the substrate. The same model considers the
topographic characteristics of the surface, which allows a more
comprehensive evaluation of the overall tendency of bacteria to
adhere to surfaces.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We studied the adhesion of three kinds of bacteria to
heterogeneous surfaces considering for the first time the effect
of the elasticity (stiffness) of the bacteria. Using substrates
covered with electrospun fibers of varying sizes, we counted
populations of bacteria lodged on distinguishable substrate
features (single fibers, edges formed by a fiber and the plane,
fiber crossings, etc.). From a balance between surface adhesion
energy and the energy to elastically deform bacteria to increase
its contact area, we defined the energy gain, ΔE, which could
be significant in assessing the adhesive propensity of bacteria.
Large gains, hence strong adhesion, arise from low levels of
bacterial stiffness and low surface curvature (e.g., thick fibers),
whereas weak adhesion is expected with high levels of stiffness
and high curvature (e.g., thin fibers). This analysis considers
only the physical aspects of the adhesion process. If we add the
possibility of attachment to several sites simultaneously,
adhesive propensity can be increased by increasing the number
of contacts or alignments with fibers in the case of rod-like
bacteria. This adds a geometric mechanism to the overall
adhesion process that depends on the topography of the
substrate. Our model predicts that bacterial adhesion is weak
with very small nanometric fibers (Rf ≪ Rb), as the relevant
radius of curvature in this case is that of the fiber. However,
adhesion could be enhanced with a higher density of fibers that
increases the number of contact points. The low populations of
P. aeruginosa and B. subtilis at an intermediate fiber size (F3)
suggest the existence of an optimal fiber size such that the
overall adhesion of bacteria is minimized. Indeed, thick fibers
allow increased adherence in contrast to thin ones due to the

increase in energy gain ΔE with greater local radius of
curvature of the substrate. While thin fiber substrates allow
increased energy gain through multiple site attachment, the
same does not apply for substrates with thick fibers where the
available sites for such configurations are less likely to exist.
Our findings can then be useful in the design of antibiotic-free
antimicrobial devices.
New knowledge on how bacterial elasticity and shape

determine bacterial adhesion to heterogeneous surfaces can
provide guidelines in developing novel surfaces to enhance
control over initial adhesion and populations of adhering
bacteria, particularly with surfaces made of fibers, which have
scarcely been explored to date. We note however that future
works should take into account specific structural and
compositional characteristics of bacteria, and how these
influence adhesion.
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